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By the aid of a slight generalization of the Hales-Jewett theorem [Trans. 
Amer. Math. Sot. 106 (1963), 222-2291 we investigate the partition problem for 
finite Abelian groups. In particular the partition problem for the class of finitely 
generated free modules over Z, is solved. By the results of Deuber and Rothschild 
[“COIL Math. Sot. Janos Bolyai 18,” 19761 this yields a complete characteriza- 
tion of those finite Abelian groups with respect to which the class FAB of all 
finite Abehan groups has the partition property. Especially it turns out that FAB 
has the partition property with respect to the cyclic group Z, , m > 1. 
1. In [8] Ramsey proved his famous theorem: 
Given positive integers 6, m, k there is a positive integer n such that for 
every partition of the k-element subsets of n = {O,..., n - I} into 6 classes 
there is an m-element subset of n with all its k-element subsets in the same 
class. 
Beside its applications this theorem led to several investigations about 
partition properties of various structures see, e.g., [I, 4, 71. The notion of 
“a class having the partition property with respect to an object” has been 
introduced as a central concept [6]. Let C be a class of objects together with 
binomial coefficients (g), i.e., ($) is the set of H-subobjects of G, G, HE C. 
C is said to have the partition property with respect to an object HE C iff 
for each object G E C and positive integer S there exists an object FE C 
such that for every partition d of(i) into 6 classes (i.e., d:(i) + 6) there is a 
G-subobject e E (g) with all its H-subobjects in the same class, 
i.e., d 1 ($) = constant. The partition problem for a class C is to describe 
those objects with respect to which Cc has the partition property. 
For a survey of recent results in partition (Ramsey) theory see, e.g., [7]. It 
is the purpose of this paper to give a complete description of those finite 
Abelian groups with respect to which the class FAB of finite Abelian groups 
has the partition property, viz., 
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THEOREM A. The class FAB of jnite Abelian groups has the partition 
property with respect to H ifs H admits a representation as 
H” @ (.Zp~+‘))~(p) 
where the sum is taken over all primes. 
For q a prime power let J%‘~ be the class of all finite direct sums of Z, , i.e., 
Mq is the class of all finitely generated free modules over the ring Z, . 
Jt has been shown in [I] that a solution of the partition problem for the 
class FAB may be obtained from the solutions of the partition problems for 
the classes JJV~. If p is prime it is known that An has the partition property 
with respect to every object [4] (being the so-called “partition theorem for 
finite vector spaces”). As shown in [I], &‘d has the partition property with 
respect to Z, . But even the general problem for J$ as well as for arbitrary 
Aa, where q is a power of primes, remained unsolved. 
Here we shall prove the following 
THEOREM B. Let q be a prime power. The class Jte, of finitely generated 
free modules over Z, has the partition property with respect to every object. 
In Section 4 we briefly sketch some results from [l] which are needed 
in order to obtain Theorem A from Theorem B. A proof for Theorem B is 
given in Section 3. Note that Theorem B generalizes the partition theorem 
for finite vector spaces. Thus our proof uses some ideas from [4-61. Especially 
the use of a pigeon hole principle for parameter words [5] is a feature of it. 
What we really need is an elaborated version of the “classical” partition 
theorem for parameter words. This will be explained in Section 2. 
2. PARAMETER WORDS 
Let A be some finite alphabet. A combinatorial line in A” is given by a 
nonempty set /l C n and a vector (a0 ,..., a,-,), where a, = ;\ for i E fl and 
aj E A else. The line generated by (a0 ,..., a,-,) is simply ((a0 ,..., a,_,) / h E A). 
In case A is the set of elements of some field 9 a combinatorial line in 9” is 
just an affine line in a special position, clearly there exist affine lines which 
are not combinatorial in this sense. 
It is straightforward to extend this notion to “combinatorial m-space in 
A”.” The following theorem states an important partition property of com- 
binatorial m-spaces in An: 
THEOREM 2.1 [5]. Let A be some finite alphabet. For ever)’ pair (6, m) of 
positive integers there exists a positive integer n satisfying: 
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For every coloring A: A” + 6 there exists a combinatorial m-space L in 
A’” such that A 1 L is constant. 
Theorem 2.1 has been extended to colorings of combinatorial k-spaces 
[3, 61. In this way a proof of the partition theorem for finite vector spaces 
has been achieved [4]. In fact each known proof of this theorem uses Theorem 
2.1 in an essential way. 
For our purposes we extend the notion of combinatorial line and prove a 
partition theorem similar to Theorem 2.1 for this extension. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A be a finite alphabet, technically let A r\ (*, h, , 
h, ,...) = 7’. [A]*(:&) is the set of mappings f: n ---f A u {*} u (X, ,..., h,_,) 
satisfying 
(2.1.2) f-l(&) # m for all i E m, 
(2.2.2) min f-‘(A,) < min f-l(&) for all i < j E m, 
(2.2.3) if f(i) = * for some i E IZ then f(j) = * for all j > i. 
[A]*(z) is the set of m-parameter words of length of most n over A. For 
f E [A]*(z)let If I=min{j \f(j)=+:be thelength off.Let[A](k)C[A]*(z) con- 
sist of those parameter words with length n, i.e., [AI = {YE [A] *(“,) 1 / f / = n). 
Intuitively an f E [A](z) is just a generating word for a combinatorial 
m-space in A”. Condition (2.2.2) yields a canonical numbering of the m 
different types of parameters in f and thus assures a bijective correspondence 
between [A](z) and the set of combinatorial m-spaces in An. 
Suppose L is a combinatorial m-space in A”. A combinatorial k-space L* 
in A” shall be a k-subspace of L iff L* C L. Since L looks essentially like At1 
we may describe the k-subspaces of f. in terms of combinatorial k-spaces in 
A”‘. 
This is made precise in the next definition. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f E [A]*(:,) and g E [A]*(,“), the composite f. g E 
[A]*(;) is defined by 
(.f * g)(i) = g(.i) if f(i) = hj 
* if (.f * d(.i) = * for some ,j < i 
= f(i) else 
Using this notation Theorem 2.1 reads 
THEOREM 2.4 [5]. For every jinite alphabet A and every pair (6, m) of 
positive integers there exists a positive integer n which satisjies: 
(2.4.1) For every coloring A: [A](a”) -+ 6 there exists f E [A](:&) such that 
the coloring A,: [A](F) -+ 6 with A,(g) = A(f . g) is constant. 
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For convenience we shall adopt the well-known arrow notation and 
abbreviate (2.4.1) by n +FAl (PI)!. 
If Li are combinatorial spaces in Pi, i = 1,2, then 15~ x L, is a combina- 
torial space in P~+Q, this corresponds to direct sums of vector spaces. Let us 
redefine this notion in terms of parameter words. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For f E [A]*(T) and g E [A]*(;) let f@ g E [A]*(?,‘;) 
be defined by 
(f 0 g)(i) = f(i) if i < IfI 
= di - If!) if i > IfI and g(i - Ifl) E A 
= Lk if i 3 IfI and g(i - IfI) = Xi 
==* else. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a Jinite alphabet and 6, m positive integers. Then 
there exists a positive integer n, such that for every coloring A: [A]*(g) + 6 
there exists f E [A]*(k) satisfying A,(g) = A,(h) for every g, h E [A]*(F) with 
lgl =lhl. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. By induction on m we prove the following claim: 
CLAIM. For every triple (6, m, p) of positive integers there exists a posi- 
tive integer n such that for every coloring A:[A]*(,“) 4 6 there is f 5 [A]*(&) 
satisfying A,(g) = A,(h) for every g, h E [A]*(“ip) with I g 1 = I h j < m. 
The claim is trivially true for m = 0. In order to prove it for (m + 1) 
let n” be a positive integer such that the claim is valid for 6, m, p. Let n’ be a 
positive integer such that for every coloring A’: [A](:‘) + 8, where 
there exists an f 6 [A](:‘) which is monochromatic for A’. Such an n’ exists by 
Theorem 2.1. 
For every A:[A]*(“‘y”) --) 8 define A’:[A](,“‘) + 6 by A’(g) = 
(A(g @ h 1 /I E [A]*(:“)). Let f E [A](;“‘) be monochromatic for A’. 
This induces A”: [A]*(,“‘) + 6 by A”(h) = A(f * a @ h), where u E A 
is arbitrary. By the choice of n” there is a g E [A]*(,“;,) satisfying 
A;(h) = Aa for all h, h’ E [A]*(“,+Y) with j h I = j h’ I < m. Now f @ g E 
[Al *G;:n;, ) has the desired properties, i.e., A,ms(h) =A,&h’) holds for 
every h, h’ E [A]*(“+:‘” ) with I h j = / h’ j < m + 1. This proves Lemma 2.6. 
I 
Now we formulate and prove the a-version of Theorem 2.1, viz., 
THEOREM 2.1. For every finite alphabet A and pair (6, m) of positive 
integers there exists a positive integer n which satisfies: 
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(2.7.1.) For every coloring d:[A]*(z) + 6 there exists f E [A]*(:&) such that 
the coloring d,: [A]*(r) -+ 6 with d,(g) = O(f . g) is constant. 
Remark. As before we abbreviate (2.7.1) by n +taI* (m): . 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. By Lemma 2.6 we may restrict to colorings 
o:[A]*(,“) --, S where d(g) = d(h) holds for every g, h E [A]*(,“) with / g 1 = 
1 h /. This induces the coloring d’: n + I ---, 6 by d’(k) = d(g) for g E [A]*(i) 
with \ g ) = k. By the pigeon hole principle let k, ,..., k, be such that d’(k,) = 
. . . = d’(k,,,) and consider the parameter word f E [A]*(z) which is defined 
by 
f(i) = a if i<k, 
= hj if kj <i<kf+l, 
=* else, 
i.e., f = (a ,..., a, A, ,..., A, ,..., A.l , i: ,..., *). 
-- 
ko kl-k, k--k,-, 
Obviously f has the desired properties. 1 
Concerning parameter words of fixed length (i.e., combinatorial sub- 
spaces) a much stronger partition theorem than Theorem 2.1 is known, viz., 
THEOREM 2.8 [3,5]. Let A be afinite alphabet and S, m, k be nonnegative 
integers. There exists a nonnegative integer n such that n -+cAl (m)! holds. 
It could be worthwhile to note that the *-version of Theorem 2.8 is also 
true, viz., 
THEOREM 2.9. Let A be a finite alphabet and 6, m, k be nonnegative 
integers. There exists a nonnegative integer n such that n -JAI* (m)! holds. 
We will not go into the details here. 
3. DIRECT SUMS OF Zpcw 
Throughout this section let p be a fixed prime. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For CY a nonnegative integer let &la be the class of all 
direct sums of ZPCX where A&J is the set of (Zpol)“-subgroups of (Z~CX)“. 
We shall show that direct sums of Zpol have the partition property, viz., 
THEOREM 3.2. J?‘= has the partition property with respect to each G E J&?= , 
more formally: for every quadruple (01, 6, m, k) of nonnegative integers there 
exists n such that for every coloring A: =I&‘~(:) + 6 there exists a mono- 
chromatic A4 E ME(z). 
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For simplicity let R(a) = Zpa and Z(a) be the set of divisors of zero of 
Zpa, we shall drop the subscript 01 if its meaning will be clear from the 
context. 
Subgroups G E -k’,.&J may be represented by matrices: every G E A!,JzJ is 
representable by a matrix (g,“);y”,l with coefficients from R, i.e., G = 
{(x:;l gow ,..., x;:;’ g~la”)@z” ,..., P-1 ) E R”}. Furthermore, each G E d&G) 
has one and only one representation satisfying: in each column the first 
element which is not a divisor of zero is equal to 1 and the other elements in 
the row belonging to the first entry of 1 are equal to zero; the columns are 
ordered to the occurrence of the first 1. 
For example, each G E A@‘~([) has a representation of the form 
where the shaded areas contain divisors of zero, the unshaded areas contain- 
ing arbitrary elements of R. 
Henceforth we shall deal with these representations only. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let f be a nonnegative integer. The binomial coefficient 
A?‘=Q C A&$:) is the set of those subgroups which admit a representation 
of the following shape: 
(3.4) 
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For technical reasons we shall prove a partition theorem which is slightly 
stronger than Theorem 3.2, viz., 
THEOREM 3.5. For every quintuple (t, 01, 6, WI, k) of nonnegative integers 
there exists n with n -4~’ (m): , where the arrow n -4~~ (m)! abbreviates 
the following statement: for every coloring A: d,“(z) + 6 there exists 
f E Aat such that A, is constant, thereby A, : dEt(r) ---f 6 is given by 
AA d = hf. s). 
Theorem 3.2 then is the special case t = 0. 
We first give an idea of the proof. Proceed by induction on 01, the case 
01 = 0 being trivial. The step from E - 1 to E requires somewhat more work. 
As Zpa-l may be canonically embedded into Zpol, every f E J&(E) 
generates via this embedding an Jo &Yet(z). On the other hand consider the 
mapping mod,: Zpcy + Zp”-l satisfying mod,(x) = y iff x = y mod( p”-I). 
mod, reduces every f E Aat to mod,(f) E ~Hf-~(l). Call a coloring mod- 
good iff A(f) = A( g) for everyf, g E &Et(;) with mod,(f) = mod,(g). We 
shall show that good colorings always exist. Now the assumption on 01 - 1 
is applicable and this completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let g E AU”(z) and consider the representation of g. 
Define In(g) to be the submatrix depicted in the following diagram 
(3.7) 
I\ P P 
1] . . . . /J i . . . . i In(g) 
0 0 10 0 
. . . . 
1 In 
By inspecting (3.7) one observe that In(g) E [Rt x ZK]*(I) where obviously 
the rows of the matrix In(g) are considered as elements of Rt x Zk. We note 
that / Jn( g)l = 0 iff g E &‘~+‘(~1~) and / Tn( g)i = n iff k = 0. 
In order to apply Theorem 2.7 we want to show now how one may reduce 
the considerations to colorings A: Aat(i) -+ 6 where the color A(g) actually 
depends on ln( g) only. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Let q be a nonnegative integer. A coloring A: A:(;) --f 6 
is called In-good for q iff A(g) = A(h) for all g, h E d=“(F) with In(g) = 
In(h) and j In( g)l < q; A is called In-good iff it is In-good for n. 
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Mind that by definition each coloring A: &Tat(i) -+ 6 already is In-good. 
For k > 0 the existence of In-good colorings is guaranteed by the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let t, 01, k be nonnegative integers. Suppose for every pair 
(6, m) there exists n with n +&?I (m)! . Then for every tripIe (6, q, r) there 
exists n satisfying: for every coloring A: JZ%‘~~(,$) + 6 there exists f E A%‘~~(,,“,) 
such that A, is In-goodfor q. 
Proof of Lemma 3.9. Proceed by induction on q, the case q = 0 holds 
tautologically. In order to prove Lemma 3.9 for q + 1 let n be large enough. 
By the assumption on q let A: ~&‘~~(~:l+:~) + 6 be a coloring which is In-good 
for q. Consider the coloring A’: hl~“(~) + a’, where 
6’ = ~l[RtxZk+‘]l;)l 
which is defined by the following diagram: 
a' 0 IO-0 ; 
\ 
By the hypothesis of Lemma 3.9 and by the choice of n there existsfE A~+‘(~) 
which is monochromatic with respect to A’. Consider the representation off” 
and define fEA‘ u q+l+T) as depicted in the following diagram: t(gfl n 
If 
t+1 r 
A- = f  
-- 
t r+ 1 
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then t +q+1 
t+l+l+n 
1 
\ 1 
10 0 
z f 
t 9 r+l 
Obviously d, is In-good for q + 1. 1 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let t, 01, k be nonnegative integers. Suppose for every 
pair (6, m) there exists n with n +J”+’ = (m)gk . Then for every (6, m) there 
exists n satisfying: for every coloring A: A%‘~~(,:,) + 6 there e.uists f E &‘*tG) 
such that A, is In-good. 
DEFINITION 3.11. A coloring A: dYat&n+J + 8 is mod-good iff A(g) = 
A(h) for all g, h E dat(,g,) satisfying mod,(g) = mod,(h), where mod,: 
Zpa? --t Zpa-l is the mapping such that mod,(x) = y iff x = y mod(p”l-I). 
LEMMA 3.12. For every quintuple (t, 01, 6, m, k) of nonnegative integers 
there exists n such that for every In-good coloring A: A?~~(,:,) + 6 there 
exists f E A&“(“,) such that A, is a mod-good coloring. 
The proof of Lemma 3.12 requires some more machinery: 
DEFINITION 3.13. Let g E [Rt x Zm]*(:) and h E AEt(kyl), where (h,,“) is 
the matrix (3.4) which represents h. Let g * h E [P x Zk+l]*(z) be the matrix 
product of g and h, i.e., 
- if g(i) = * then (g * h)(i) = * 
- if g(i) = Xj then (g c h)(i) = Xj 
- if g(i) = (aO,..., at+nz-l) then (g * h)(i) = (~~~~-‘aVh,,o,..., ~~$~-‘arht;i”). 
Using the fact that for z E Z and mod,(x) = mod,(y) one obtains z . x = 
z * y the next lemma is easily verified: 
LEMMA 3.14. Let g E [Rt x Zm]*(,“) and h, h’ E %H,‘(&) where mod,(h) = 
mod,(h’). Then g * h = g “r h’. 
$35+8/3-4 
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Definition 3.13 yields another immediate consequence: 
LEMMA 3.15. Let f 6 [Rt x P]*(r,), g E [Rt x Zm]*($) and h E .A’,“(,&). 
Then(f.g)-+h =(fvh).(g*h). 
By now we have indicated how to obtain parameter words out of subgroups, 
the main idea was to use the mapping In. 
The next definition shows how we may go the other way around: 
DEFINITION 3.16. Suppose f~ [Rt x ZV2]*(z) where m < r. Then let 
(f‘ E J&‘~~(:) be the subgroup generated by fin the following way: take the 
f(i), i E II, as the rows of the matrix which represents (f). This is obvious if 
f(i) E Rt x Z”‘. If f(i) = Aj then put a 1 exactly into the (t + j)th position, 
the remaining entries being zero, more formally: 
- if f( i) = Xj then let Q:+’ = 1 and aj+p = 0 for 5 + j, 
- iff(i) = (bO,..., bf-i-+‘“-l), then let 
ui” z bu for Y = O,..., t + m - 1 
=o else, 
- iff(i) = .+ then let aiy = 0 for all v E t + z. 
Finally let (f) be the subgroup which is generated by the following matrix: 
. . . 
I 
a0 
1-I 
n-I - - - a,-l 
One easily verifies: 
0 0 
’ ‘1 
0 0 
t t+z-I 
Oo *  -  l *  Oo 
.  .  .  
a’ t+z-I a-I’ - - - an-, 
I 
LEMMA 3.17. Let f E [Rt x Zlli]*(zJ and h E ~i’~~(,~,). Then there exists a 
parameter word g E [Rf >I ZP+l]*(r) such that ln((f) . h) = (f* h) . g. 
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Finally let us take a closer look at the structure of the representation (3.4) 
of an f E JIat&yl), see the following diagram: 
. . . 
o- 
B 
ii 
--- --1 . . . . . . . 
0 /+ row x 
B 
1 
, I 
0 0 1 o- 0 + row x 2 
. 
(3.18) . 
Row xi may be characterized by the fact that the first occurrence of 1 in the 
(I + i)st column is at position xi . 
DEFINITION 3.19. Let ~EJ&~‘(,~,), f is of type X = (x, ,..., x,,,: (i.e., 
typ(f) = X) iff the representation (3.4) off has the structure depicted in 
(3.18). 
An immediate consequence is: if g, h E .&YEt($,) and mod,(g) = 
mod,(h) then also typ(g) = typ(h) but in general not vice versa. 
Proof of Lemma 3.12. Let (Xi)i=l,...,, be an enumeration of [rn]‘:‘l. Let 
(zi)i=l,...,v+l be a sequence of positive integers satisfying zvll = m; zi-l 
+[RtxZk+’ 1 (z& , where 
6’ = 8 lMAs’,‘(&) 1 
Such a sequence exists by theorem 2.7. 
We shall show that n = z1 has the desired properties. 
Let d: JH~~(~:J --f 6 be an In-good coloring. This induces a coloring d* 
of all possible initial segments, i.e., let d *: [Rf x Zk’+l]*(z) -+ 6 be a coloring 
with d *(In( g)) = d( g) for g E .,J%‘~“(,,“,). 
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A parameter word f~ [I? x P]*(z) is called hereditarily mod-good for 
2- c [m]f~+l iff for every g E [I? x @I*(&) the coloring dtr.,, satisfies: 
d,,.,,(h) = A,,.,,(%) for all h, h’ E ~ZI~~(lf’;r,) with mod,(h) = mod@‘) and 
tYP@) E 3-e 
If f is hereditarily mod-good for [m] h+l then obviously f is mod-good. 
Thus it suffices to construct recursively parameter wordsh E [I? x P]*Q, 
i=l ,..., y + 1, such that eachf; is hereditarily mod-good for Xi = (XV I v < i}. 
Start the construction with fi being the unique element in [Rt x Zfn]*(:;). 
Since X, = ,@ the parameter word fi obviously is hereditarily mod-good for 
31. 
Assume that h E [Ri E [Rt x Zm]*(Ei) is hereditarily mod-good for X‘i . 
Consider the coloring 
A’ : [Rt x z”+lJ* (g -+ 6’ 
which is defined by 
d’(g) = p*kfi * A) * dl h E .Kt (k “c J) . 
By the choice of zi there exists j E [Rt x Zk+l]*(&) which is mono- 
chromatic with respect to d’. 
Consider the set Xi = {x, ,..., x~+~) and define 2 E [Rt x Zm]*(ZL:,) as 
follows: 
- if g(j) = (rl ,..., rt , a, ,..., al,+J then let g(j) = (rl ,..., rt , 6, ,..., b,), 
where b: = 0 for .$ $ Xi and bS5 = at for 5 = I,..., k + 1, 
- let g(j) = j(j) in all other cases. 
This yields the following 
Fact 3.20. If h E .MEt(&) with typ(h) = Xi then 2 c h = g”. 
We claim that fiil = L f. * 2 is hereditarily mod-good for %i+I = z6 U {Xi>. 
By definition the parameter word,fi+l is at least hereditarily mod-good for 
9Y;. Hence it suffices to show that for all g E [Rt x Z”“](“$) and hl, h2 E 
J&‘~*($?~) with mod,(U) = mod,(P) and typ(h’) = Xi it follows that 
A *(In(<h+, * g> . W) = d *(In(<h+l . s> . A20 
Let g, hl, h2 be given as described above. By Lemma 3.17 there exist 
parameter words el, e* E [Rf x Zk+l]*(y) such that, for 5 = 1, 2, 
In(~:..fi+l . g) * h’) = ((J;:+l . g) * h”) * & 
= (fi+l * he) . ((g * he) * eE) by Lemma 3.15 
= (fi * 12’) - (2 * F)(g * hr) - eE by Lemma 3.15 
= (J;I * hl) . ($ * h’)(g * h’) * eF by Lemma 3.14 
= ((fi * iv) * g)(g * h’) . 8) by Fact 3.20. 
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Since J is monochromatic with respect to d’ this yields In((&+l . g> . h’) = 
In((fi+r . g) . h2) as desired. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Proceed by induction on 01, the case a: = 0 being 
trivial. Assume that Theorem 3.5 holds for some 01 - 1 > 0. In order to 
prove it for 01 proceed by induction on k. If k = 0 every coloring is an In- 
good coloring, if k > 0 the assumption on k - 1 and Corollary 3.10 yield 
an In-good coloring. Apply Lemma 3.12 in order to restrict to colorings 
which are mod-good. Now let d : -Hat(g) + S be a mod-good coloring, where 
n is sufficiently large. 
Use the mapping mod,: JZ’~“(E) + Jkl(i) in order to define d’: J&‘~“(:) -+ S 
with d’(mod(g)) = fl( g). By the assumption on LX there exists fs .J&‘-~(:) 
which is monochromatic with respect to A’. Let JE JZ=“(g) be any subgroup 
with mod,j =J: We claim thatfis monochromatic with respect to A. This is 
due to the fact that for gE &t-,(i) it follows that mod,(jg) = mod,J * mod,g, 
in fact mod, is an epimorphism. 1 
4. In this section we characterize those finite Abelian groups with 
respect to which the class FAB has the partition property. 
For p prime a (finite) Abelian group is called “p-group” iff the order of 
each element of G is a power of p. For G E FAB let G, be the subgroup of G 
consisting of those elements of G the order of which is a power ofp. Obviously, 
every GE FAB is uniquely representable as a direct sum of p-groups, i.e., 
G g c&G,. 
By FABp we denote the class of finite p-groups. The classes FABp are as 
disjunct as possible: 
Fuct 4.1. Let p, q be different primes. Let G E FABp and H E FABq be 
nontrivial groups. Then FAB(s) = m . 
The next lemma shows that there is a strong connection between those 
finite Abelian groups with respect to which FAB has the partition property 
and those finite Abelian p-groups with respect to which FABp has the 
partition property. 
LEMMA 4.2 [I]. Let H be a finite Abelian group. The following two state- 
ments concerning H are equivalent: 
(i) FAB has the partition property with respect to H; 
(ii) for each prime p the class FABp has the partition property with 
respect to H, . 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let HE FAB. We first show how (i) implies (ii). 
Fix the prime p. 
Let S be a positive integer and G, E FABp. Let G = G, @ @,,, H, . 
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Then there exists F E FAB with F+FAB (G);, we claim that F, +FABp(GJf~. 
Let A: FABp($) - 8 be a coloring. By Fact 2.1 it follows that fiD E 
FABp(2) for each Z?E FAB(g), hence define 4’: FAB(g) + 8 by d’(A) = 
4&J. 
There exists G E FAB(g) which is monochromatic with respect to A’. But 
then G,, E FABp($) is monochromatic with respect to A. 
The other implication may be proved very easily by using a product 
argument. 1 
Hence we have to deal solely with the classes FABp in order to obtain a 
solution of the partition problem for finite Abelian groups. 
The next lemma yields a reduction of the partition problem for the classes 
FABp of the partition problem of the classes JV~ . 
LEMMA 4.3 [I]. Let H = @izl (Zp$@ be an element of FABp with at 
least two difSerent nonzero exponents nB . 
Therl FABp does not have the partition property with respect to H. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. For HE FAB, let y = max(p / ng # 0}, n = Cno 
and G =-: (Zp,)“. The following two facts are easily verified by elementary 
algebra : 
Fact 1. G has at least two different H-subgroups, i.e., 1 FAB(:)/ > 2. 
Fact 2. If R is any element of FABp , each H-subgroup of R has at most 
one extension to a G-subgroup of R. 
We claim that for every finite p-group R there is a 2-coloring of the H- 
subgroups of R such that there is no monochromatic G-subgroup. 
Fix any of the H-subgroups of G, say A. For every finite p-group R define 
a ‘-coloring A: FABp($) ---f 2 by: 
A(A) = 0 iff there is an extension of fi to a subgroup G of R which is 
isomorphic to G and furthermore fi lies in CI? exactly like I? lies in G. 
By Facts 1 and 2 it is clear, that there is no GE FABp(c) which is mono- 
chromatic for A. 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let p be a prime and HE FABp. The following two 
statements concerning H are equivalent: 
(i) FABp has the partition property with respect to H; 
(ii) there exist positive integers a, k such that H g (ZP~)~~. 
Prooj’of Corollary 4.4. The implication “(i) implies (ii)” follows directly 
from Lemma 4.3. In order to prove the other implication, Theorem 3.2 
may be used. Let H = (Zpa)“, G E FBAp, and 8 be a positive integer, we 
claim that there exists FE FABp satisfying FF.4B~(G)f. 
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Let y = max{/l / ng f 0) and M = Cna, G = +B (.Q@fl. 
By Theorem 3.2 there exists n satisfying n~@~(m)t. But then also 
(ZPJ nFRBp(G)f. 1 
Now Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.4 together yield the desired characteriza- 
tion of those Abelian groups with respect to which FAB has the partition 
property. 
THEOREM 4.5. The class FAB of jinite Abelian groups has the partition 
property with respect to theJinite Abelian group H if f  H admits a representation 
as 
HE @ (Zpd”‘)“““. 
It could be worthwhile to note the following special case of Theorem 4.5: 
COROLLARY 4.6. FAB has the partition property with respect to each 
cvclic group Z,, . 
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